Identification Approach To Determining Of Radio Signal Frequency
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Abstract— The article deals with method of spectral analysis of radio, which can be useful in used for receiving signals by undirected antenna. The main problem of this analysis is find the central of frequency of a sinusoidal oscillation when observed object hidden in noise. Typically this problem is solves by estimation unknown frequency by least square error method. In this paper, proposed iterative technique that can be used for in panoramic receiving set. The advantage of the new estimator is its computational simplicity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern society cannot be imagined without the means of transmission and reception of radio signals. If twenty years ago, receiving and transmitting radio signals, mostly associated with public radio and television, now the position has changed radically. Radio receivers literally fused with every day of our life, penetrated into various domain of activities. This is a mobile communication and internet, Wi-Fi devices, radio-controlled devices, radio navigation etc.

At the same time, the relevant control measures become important by using of radio devices. In order to ensure continuous operation of government, military and commercial radio systems is radio monitoring ongoing basis. Radio reconnaissance is a part of radio monitoring that acting in military activity.

There are many radio devices of radio monitoring. Among them are scanning radio receiver units, selective microvoltmeter, digital spectrum analyzer, panoramic radio measuring receivers. Their using for monitoring of radio signals in some frequency band, to determining the workload of the observed range and detection of parasitic emitters, measuring of the field strength at the point of reception from different emitters, to determining and identification of the type emitters, and calibration of radio signals generator. The most common device is a radio receiver that performs measurement frequency of radio signals.

Input measuring signal is radio signal having alternative amplitude and different frequencies. Measured frequency located range from hundreds of kilohertz to tens of gigahertz. The accuracy of the measurement results depends on errors of

1) τ(t) is strictly stationary and ergodic with $E \left[ \gamma(t) \right] = 0$, and $E \left[ \gamma^2(t) \right] < \infty$.

2) If $\mathcal{F}$ being $\sigma$-algebra of events generated by $\{ \gamma_s; s \leq t \}$, $E[\gamma(t) \mid \mathcal{F}_0] = 0$.

3) The spectral density function $f(\omega)$ of $\gamma(t)$ is strictly positive at the true frequency.

...
A useful signal \( s(t) \) is characterized by a vector of parameters, among them the largest interest to researchers attractive the amplitude and frequency. Our approach allows representing signal \( s(t) \) in the form

\[
s(t) = \text{Re}\{S(t)\exp[j(2\pi ft + \varphi)]\}.
\]

where \( S(t) \) is an instantaneous value of amplitude of the signal at time \( t \), and \( f \) is measured parameter, the frequency of signal reception. It is assumed that the parameters \( S(t) \) and \( f \) is a priori unknown, but may be in the range

\[
S \leq S(t) \leq \overline{S}, \quad f \leq f \leq \overline{f},
\]

where \( S, \overline{S}, f, \overline{f} \) is boundaries of measured parameters \( S \) and \( f \) accordingly.

We will assume that in receiving set performs analog and digital processing. Analog part fulfills preliminary processing, such as: preselecting, amplify, and down converting signal spectrum in intermediate frequency domain. Further, this signal undergoes discretization in time and quantization in level, i.e. transformation to digital form. Digital part consists on getting discrete spectrum, fixation, and definition frequency receiving signal. Thus, we have such architecture receiving set as show on Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Architecture receiving set](image)

Signal \( y(t) \) after filtering \( F \) and analog-digital converting in A/D converter (Figure 1) we can represented signal \( y(t) \) in discrete form as periodogram of a time series

\[
y[n\Delta] = s[n\Delta] + \eta[n\Delta],
\]

where \( \Delta \) is a simple period, \( \Delta = 1/f, f_s = \overline{f} \) is a sample rate. The signal \( s[n\Delta] \) is describes by the model of harmonic signal

\[
s[n\Delta] = U_0 + U \cos(\alpha n\Delta + \varphi).
\]

In (5) \( U_0 \) is the mean or DC term, \( U \) is the amplitude, \( \varphi \) is the initial phase.

Transformation from timing domain to frequency domain performed by Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT)

\[
Y[k] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} y[n]e^{-j2\pi nk/N}.
\]

In (6) \( N \) is a quantity of dots DFT. Processor is defines the readouts with maximum amplitude. Typically path to definition maximal frequency is maximize of the square of (6) so that

\[
|Y[k]|^2 = \frac{2}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} |y[nT]e^{-j2\pi nk/N}|^2.
\]

over \((0, \pi)\). Unavoidable noise are lead to errors in determining of frequency \( \omega \).

In this article concerns and solves the problem of determining the assessment methods parameter \( \omega \) of the received signal in conditions of a priori uncertainty about their actual values are given in the form (3), to build a panorama measuring receiver.

### III. IDEA OF ALGORITHM’S IDENTIFICATION

The proposed identification technology is based on the idea of solving of recurrent inequalities, which in Euclidean space \( \beta \) has general form

\[
\eta|n| = (a[n], \beta[n]) + a[n]| \leq \varepsilon.
\]

In (8) \( n = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \) is the sample’s number from set of \( a \) that is estimated; \( \beta \) is the weight vector, \( \beta[n] \in [\beta]; (a[n]) \), \( \beta \) is a dot product of vectors \( a \) and \( \beta; \beta > 0, \varepsilon > 0 \) are real numbers.

Inequalities (8) for fixed \( n \) is defined zone (stripe) between two parallel plane in space \([\beta]\). The bounders of stripe (8) is a priori unknown. We will suppose that is exist an algorithm, which by calculated value \( \beta[n] \) that deliveries vectors \( a[n] \) to zone defined by (8). This algorithm called as a “stripe” \( [9] \). In accordance to discrete values \( a[n] \) the correction of values of vector \( \beta \) is performed such as

\[
\beta[n] = \begin{cases} (\beta[n-1], \text{if } |\eta[n-1]| \leq \varepsilon, \\ (\beta[n-1] - \lambda(\eta[n-1]|a[n-1]|^{-1}), \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}
\]

If inequality in (9) is true, the vector \( \beta[n] \) is not change by algorithm, in otherwise the vector \( \beta[n] \) is projected on the plane \((a[n], \beta[n]) + a[n] = 0\) that is located inside of the stripe (8). The action of algorithm (9) is illustrates on Figure 2.

![Figure 2. The action of algorithm “stripe”](image)
IV. ALGORITHM OF IDENTIFICATION

We will consider the algorithm of identification in form (9) where

$$\eta[k] = |Y[k]|^2 - |Y[k-1]|^2. \quad (10)$$

Here $Y[n]$ is an element of series frequency sequence, is dot of FFT, coefficient of setting

$$[k] = \exp(-2\pi\omega[k]). \quad (11)$$

corresponds the value of estimation, $a[k] = Y[k]$, and $\varepsilon$ is sufficiently small value. The number $\gamma$ is given from interval $0 < \gamma \leq \lambda' \leq \lambda'' < 2$ so that to satisfy requirement $\beta[k] > 0$. Algorithm (9) is solves inequality with (11) which is in interval $1 \leq k \leq [(N - 1) / 2]$. The sought frequency is determined by a relation $\omega = \ln(\beta)$ that does not contradict the results obtained in [3-8].

Theorem. Let $y(t)$ be generated by (1) and $\gamma(t)$ satisfies condition 1)-3) (Section II) and $0 < \omega < \pi$. For $\beta[0] \neq 0$ the algorithm

$$[k] = \begin{cases} 
[k] - 1, & \text{if } |\eta[k-1]| \leq \varepsilon, \\
[k] - \lambda[k-1] / |Y[k-1]|, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (12)$$

is converging with Lyapunov's function $V(\beta) = |\beta - \beta^*|^2$, where $\beta^*$ is explicit value.

Proof: This follow from expression (10) – (12) and imagination about $V(\beta) \leq \varepsilon = const$.

In result, we get processing unit shown on Figure 3.

An identification unit and a converter $[k]$ to $\omega[k]$ supplement processing for the effective operation of the FFT unit.

V. SIMULATION

For generation of time series were used (2) in form

$$y(t) = U \cos(j\omega t + \varphi) + \gamma(t) \quad (13)$$

and the algorithm of identification frequency are used from Section IV. In numerical experiments assumes $U = 1, \varphi = 0, f_c = 100$ c⁻¹, time $t$ is in interval of observation $t \in [0, T]$, where $T = m / f_s, m >> 1$. Figure 4.

Further signal $s(t)$ fall under discretization with $N$ dots. Signal noise $\gamma(t)$ (13) is sequence of uniform distributed random numbers that forms by random generator, $|\gamma(t)| \leq U$. This additive sum come in to identification set with algorithm (12). The identification parameter of the input signal is unknown. Let we set numbers $\beta[0] = 1, \varepsilon = 0,1, \lambda[0] = 1$ for identification in the beginning. In this identification procedure step, we get the frequency spectrum as on Figure 5.

On the last identification procedure step, we get frequency spectrum as show on Figure 6.
From the last picture, we can set one main harmonic in spectrum that correspondence signal frequency and that gets for bounded steps number (typically $k \leq 7$).

We researched varying coefficient $\beta$ and function $V(\beta)$ behavior in process of identification. It shown on Figure 7, 8 accordingly.

![Figure 7. Coefficients $\beta[k]$](image1)

![Figure 8. Function $V[\beta]$](image2)

Figure 10 shows that the identification procedure was completed in 5 iterations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a new technique of estimation of radio signal frequency that is based on identification approach is presented. Our approach considers only digital signal form. The algorithm of estimator, that we propose, has the same order of errors as least square error in sample size $N$ that in accordance to result of [3-5]. We assumes that its can used in means of radio monitoring.
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